Single-cell gene expression data with positional information are critical to dissect mechanisms and architectures of multicellular organisms, but the potential is limited by current data analysis strategies. Here, we present scGCO (single-cell graph cuts optimization), a method based on fast optimization of Markov Random Fields with graph cuts, to identify spatially viable genes. Extensive benchmarking demonstrated that scGCO delivers superior performance with optimal segmentation of spatial patterns, and can process millions of cells in a timely manner owing to its linear scalability.
Introduction
Systematic assessment of the spatial context of gene expression is a cornerstone in understanding mechanistic functionality and molecular organization of tissues and organs 1 . Currently, two main classes of experimental approaches have been established to measure spatial transcriptomics. Utilizing probes for individual RNA molecules to directly quantify gene expression in situ, image-based single-cell spatial transcriptomics, such as seqFISH 2 and MERFISH 3 , can measure hundreds of genes in an entire tissue section. On the other hand, by combining single-cell RNA-seq data with prerecorded coordinate information, spatial gene expression can be generated for hundreds of cells at the genome-scale 4, 5 .
The central task of analyzing spatial transcriptomics is to identify genes with spatially viable expression patterns (hereafter referred to as spatial genes). The first generation of methods mainly identify spatial genes by comparing gene expression among arbitrarily selected regions using procedures such as ANOVA 2, 4 . However, the boundaries of selected regions are not rigorously defined, which could limit the detection power of subsequent statistical methods. More importantly, scientific discovery of novel spatial regions is not possible. Recently, two methods based on Gaussian process 6 or marked point process 7 were developed to specifically identify spatial genes. However, benchmarking showed that these methods reported a substantially lower number of spatial genes than methods directly comparing preselected regions using the same data 4, 6, 7 . Moreover, these methods scale poorly with a cubic or quadratic growth rate in the number of cells 6, 7 . This may substantially limit their utilities, as the spatial transcriptomics scales beyond hundreds of cells.
Here, we present a novel algorithm, single-cell graph cuts optimization (scGCO), to identify spatial genes. A crucial insight of scGCO is that identifying spatial genes is analogous to identifying objects from an image, also known as image segmentation, which is a classical problem in computer vision that can be solved optimally with graph cuts algorithms 8 . Consistent with the theoretical advantages of graph cuts, scGCO demonstrated superior performance against existing methods over a wide range of spatial transcriptomics data and can scale to millions of cells. We have made scGCO available as a python package to allow optimal analysis of spatial transcriptomics data.
Results

Overview of scGCO algorithm
To apply graph cuts to spatial gene expression data, scGCO first performs Delaunay triangulation on spatial coordinates of cells to generate a sparse graph representation of cell locations (Fig. 1a, 1b) . The graph can then be analyzed by graph cuts algorithms to identify cuts that minimize the energy of the underlying Markov random fields (MRFs),
where resulting subgraphs correspond to clusters of cells with similar expression values (Fig. 1c) . The identified spatial patterns can then be visualized by Voronoi tessellation, and statistical significance of identified spatial genes can be evaluated with a homogeneous spatial Poisson process (Fig. 1d ).
scGCO provides sensitive and robust identification of spatial genes
We first applied scGCO to spatial transcriptomics data from mouse olfactory bulb (MOB) 4 . In the original study, Ståhl et al. directly compared the expression of cells in the granular cell layer (GCL) against cells in the glomerular layer (GL), and reported 170 differentially expressed genes 4 . Because MOB consists of 5 different layers 4 , hundreds to thousands of genes could be differentially expressed between these regions, and hence are spatially viable if we assume that each pair of regions generates a similar number of differentially expressed genes to that of GCL vs. GL.
Two recently published methods, spatialDE 5 and trendSceek 6 , were especially designed to identify spatial genes. Because trendSceek can only identify < 100 genes in two out of the twelve replicates of MOB data 7 , we focused on the comparison with spatialDE.
We first applied scGCO to replicate 11 of the MOB data, which spatialDE analyzed extensively in their study 6 . Strikingly, scGCO identified 16-fold more spatial genes (1,131 genes, FDR < 0.01) than spatialDE (67 genes, FDR < 0.05), and reproduced a majority of spatialDE identified genes (59 of the 67) (Fig. 2a) . Because biological functions are carried out by modules or networks of genes that are highly correlated, we expect that the spatial genes should also share similar spatial patterns. Indeed, genes identified by scGCO formed four tight clusters when projected onto a low-dimensional space via t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) 9 ( Fig. 2b) . Moreover, direct visualization of spatial gene expression patterns of representative genes confirmed that a distinct spatial pattern is associated with each cluster (Fig. 2c) Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
We next analyzed all 12 replicates of the MOB data. Similar to the results for replicate 11, scGCO consistently identified substantially more spatial genes than spatialDE and trendSceek in all replicates ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Reassuringly, four clusters with the minor cluster detectable in nine replicates were consistently recovered by t-SNE analysis ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Direct visualization confirmed the validity of the identified spatial patterns in all replicates, and the results of two replicates (1 and 10)
with a large number of identified genes are provided in supplementary materials (supplementary Fig. 4 and 5, supplementary Files 2 and 3). In contrast, genes identified by spatialDE formed fewer clusters, and each cluster contained many fewer genes (supplementary Fig. 6 ). Importantly, scGCO also reproduced majority of the genes differentially expressed between GCL vs. GL layers, confirming that scGCO could identify spatial genes beyond direct region comparison ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
We next investigated robustness of the algorithms by comparing genes that were reproducibly identified across all 12 biological replicates. ScGCO consistently reproduced more spatial genes and had a smaller percentage of unreproducible genes than spatialDE (35% v.s. 46%) ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Moreover, the reproducible genes identified by scGCO are highly enriched with neuron-related gene ontologies, further confirming the validity of identified spatial genes ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ).
scGCO is applicable to a wide variety of spatial transcriptomics data
We next applied scGCO to spatial gene expression data from breast cancer biopsies, which were generated using the same protocol as the MOB data 4 . As expected, scGCO consistently identified more spatial genes than both spatialDE and trendSceek ( Fig. 2d, supplementary Fig. 9 ). Interestingly, genes identified by scGCO consistently formed three clusters using t-SNE across all four replicates, while genes identified by spatialDE failed to maintain consistent clustering patterns, suggesting that scGCO is not only more sensitive but also more robust ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ). Indeed, scGCO consistently reproduced more spatial genes than spatialDE when biological repeats were compared, and had a lower percentage of unreproducible genes (46.1% vs. 57.6%).
Reassuringly, reproducible genes identified by scGCO are enriched with metastasisrelated GO terms such as focal adhesion, confirming their biological relevance (Fig. 2e , Supplementary Fig. 11 ).
We next tested scGCO using seqFISH data from mouse hippocampus. The hippocampus data contain 21 fields with variable quality, and consequently, the number of identified spatial genes ranged from single digits to over two hundred Finally, we extended the analysis to MERFISH data 3 . ScGCO identified 139 spatial genes, which is comparable to trendSceek (140) and is higher than spatialDE (91).
Interestingly, spatial genes identified by the three methods displayed a near perfect overlap, supporting a comparable performance ( Supplementary Fig. 14) . However, only 150 genes were identified by all three methods combined. Hence, the similarity is likely to be a consequence of a lack of spatial genes, rather than a valid indicator of the algorithms' performance.
scGCO scales linearly with the number of cells
Spatial gene expression is now being measured for millions of cells 10 ; hence, it is
essential that analysis methods demonstrate scalabilities that meet these challenges. We first compared the memory requirement of scGCO, spatialDE and trendSceek using simulated data with cell numbers up to a million. Consistent with previous algorithm analyses results 6, 7 , memory footprints of spatialDE and trendSceek grow quadratically with the number of cells. Importantly, both algorithms are unpractical to scale to 1 million cells, because they require about 8 T and 106 T memory, respectively (Fig. 2g ).
In contrast, scGCO demonstrates a minimal memory requirement that grows near linearly with the number of cells and can process 1 million cells using only 19 GB memory (Fig. 2g) . The low memory footprint of scGCO is expected because scGCO uses a graphical representation of spatial information of cells that is intrinsically sparse, because cells only make contact with a few neighboring cells.
We next compared the running times of scGCO, spatialDE and trendSceek using the same simulated data. For cell numbers less than 5,000, scGCO and spatialDE deliver excellent running time and can perform analysis in minutes using a typical desktop computer (Fig. 2h) . TrendSceek is not competitive and requires orders of magnitude longer running time under the same test conditions (Fig. 2h) . Importantly, the running time of spatialDE and trendSceek is cubic or quadratic in the number of cells 6, 7 , and both methods are unpractical to scale to millions of cells (Fig. 2h) . In sharp contrast, scGCO's running time is linear in the number of cells, which is consistent with benchmarks of graph cuts 11 . As a result, scGCO can analyze 1,000,000 cells in less than 3 hours using a typical desktop computer (Fig. 2h) , demonstrating unparalleled scalability.
Discussion
Single-cell sequencing technology is enjoying a rapid revolution, and data are now being generated for millions of cells in a single experiment 10 . This astronomical amount of data poses a great challenge for analysis methods, which are essential to fully realize values for single-cell data. By employing powerful graph cuts algorithms for spatial gene analysis, our method delivers excellent scalability and can process millions of cells in a reasonable time using modest hardware. Moreover, the graph cuts algorithm has demonstrated excellent performance in 3-D object recognition 12 and can be accelerated by GPU 13 . Hence, our method could readily scale to 3-D single-cell spatial transcriptomics data.
By posing spatial gene identification as an image-processing problem, our method delivers a powerful visual presentation of identified spatial patterns and could be valuable for a broad spectrum of researchers. In contrast to existing methods, graph cuts do not rely on assumptions of data distribution and theoretically can identify any pattern of spatial distribution. Moreover, while the hyperparameters in Gaussian process or marked point process typically settle for a local optimum, for bilabel image segmentation, which is equivalent to identifying spatial genes that are over-or underexpressed in specific regions, graph cuts guarantee to find the global optimal solution 14, 15 . Consequently, our method consistently demonstrates superior performance across a wide range of spatial gene expression data types. Taken together,
we expect scGCO to become the method of reference for spatial gene expression analyses.
Materials and methods
Graph and Voronoi diagram representation of spatial gene expression data
To apply the graph cuts algorithm to spatial gene expression data, we first performed 
Minimizing MRFs energy with graph cuts
When the classification of cells is limited to two classes, or two labels in an image segmentation problem, a crucial advantage of the above energy formulation of MRFs is that powerful min-cut/max-flow algorithms for graph cuts can be used to minimize the above energy functions, which provides fast, globally optimal solutions for twolabel problems 15 . For multilabel problems, global minimization of the energy function is NP-hard 17 . In scGCO, we adopt the alpha-expansion algorithm developed by Boykov et al., which iteratively applies 2-label graph cuts to expand each label until the algorithm converges 17 . The algorithm runs in low polynomial time and guarantees that the solution is within a known factor of the global minimum The regularity of interaction energy guarantees a duality between energy states of MRFs and label configurations of the corresponding graph, where the minimal energy state matches the maximum flow of the graph, hence allowing the application of graph cuts to solve energy minimization of MRFs. In our implementation, we used a topological interaction energy that has greater penalties when the classification of adjacent cells is further away. Specifically, the interaction energy S is a symmetric matrix whose entries were:
where F is a smooth factor that controls the size of the penalty and Si,j is the interaction energy for adjacent cells with classification i and j respectively.
Statistical significance of identified spatial genes
We modeled the spatial gene expression patterns as homogeneous spatial Poisson processes, which describe the random distribution of points in 2-D plane. For points with a density r, the probability of finding exactly k such points in a region V can be determined from Poisson distribution:
( , r, ) = ( r) To determine the best number of components for GMM, we generated GMM with component numbers from 2 to 10. We then calculated Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for each GMM and selected the GMM with best BIC as final GMM for downstream analysis.
Data sets and data preprocessing
We downloaded the spatial transcriptomics data reported by We used "Replicate 6" similar to spatialDE 6 , as these had the largest number of cells and highest confluency. Expression data were normalized using the same procedure as described in the cellranger package (https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cellgene-expression/software/pipelines/latest/what-is-cell-ranger).
Comparison to existing spatial gene identification algorithms
To systematically evaluate the performance of scGCO against two published algorithms (spatialDE and trendSceek), we ran spatialDE, trendSceek and scGCO on all the samples in mouse olfactory bulb data (12 replicates), the breast cancer data (4 samples), mouse hippocampus seqFISH data (33 samples), and MERFISH dataset (1 sample). For spatialDE, we downloaded the scripts provided by the authors from their GitHub website and executed the scripts without modification. For trendSceek, we implemented R scripts according to the methods descripted in trendSceek's original paper. The trendSceek's scripts and the scripts to run scGCO are provided in the tutorial files in scGCO's GitHub repository.
To estimate the scalabilities of algorithms, we evaluated memory requirement and running time using simulated data as described by Edsgard et al. 7 . 
Code availability
An open source implementation of scGCO is available at GitHub 
